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Intro to syntax
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September 2018

• Language: 
– I-language (competence; mental representation of lg): 

the cognitive ability of humans to produce and 
understand a particular language

– E-language (performance): particular instances of 
human language, serve as data source to examine and 
model language

• Syntax: The level of linguistic organization 
that mediates between sounds and meaning, 
where words are organized into phrases and 
sentences.

Defining property of language

• Recursion: possibility of loops in the structure 
that allow infinitely long segments

Defining property of language

• Recursion: possibility of loops in the structure 
that allow infinitely long segments

• Creativity (absent from animal 
communication)
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Generative grammar

• What do we generate?

Generative grammar

• What do we generate?
• Predict all that is possible and rule out what is 

impossible

What we need to learn

• How to use E-language to reason about I-
language

• Principles of syntactic argumentation

Be prepared to falsify, not prove

In so far as a scientific 
statement speaks about 
reality, it must be 
falsifiable; and in so far as 
it is not falsifiable, it does 
not speak about reality.
(Karl Popper)
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What we need to learn

• How to use E-language to reason about I-
language

• Principles of syntactic argumentation
• Basic rules and technical applications in 

generative syntax

Main deliverables in this course
• Categories
• Constituency
• Phrase structure
• Agreement
• Case
• Movement
– Head movement
– A-movement
– A-bar movement

• Binding

Readings: 
Basic courses, 1

Readings: 
Basic courses, 2
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Readings: Basic courses, 3

http://www.ling.upenn.edu/~beatrice/syntax-
textbook/

Between GB
and Minimalism

Between GB 
and Minimalism

Between GB 
and Minimalism
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Generative 
approaches 
to Russian

Generative 
approaches 
to Russian

Generative 
approaches 
to Russian

Generative approaches to Georgian?

• Tato Antadze, Manuscript: basics of generative 
grammar in Georgian
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BASIC PIECES: CONSTITUENCY, 
CATEGORIES, HEADS

21

Syntax

• What is syntax: study of the way sentences are 
built

• What do syntacticians study?
– Short answer: how to put words into sentences
– A more interesting answer: The implicit 

knowledge we have about the way language is 
structured

–We know things about our language that we don’t 
know we know . . . and we have never been 
taught…

22

What we do not know that we know 
(it)…

• Active—passive
– The baby chattered to us
–We were chattered to by the baby

23

What we do not know that we know 
(it)…

• Active—passive
– The baby chattered to us
–We were chattered to by the baby

– The baby mattered to us
–We were mattered to by the baby

24
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What we do not know that we know 
(it)…

• Active—passive
– The baby chattered to us
–We were chattered to by the baby

– The baby mattered to us
–We were mattered to by the baby

25

What we do not know that we know 
(it)…

• Seem and hope
–Mary seemed to speak Klingon
– It seemed that Mary spoke Klingon

26

What we do not know that we know 
(it)…

• Seem and hope
–Mary seemed to speak Klingon
– It seemed that Mary spoke Klingon

–Mary hoped to speak Klingon
– It hoped that Mary spoke Klingon

27

What we do not know that we know 
(it)…

• Seem and hope
–Mary seemed to speak Klingon
– It seemed that Mary spoke Klingon

–Mary hoped to speak Klingon
– It hoped that Mary spoke Klingon

28
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Ambiguity

• Mary kept the car in the garage

29

Ambiguity

• Mary kept the car in the garage
–Mary retained the ownership of the car, which 

was in the garage
–Mary used the garage to store her car 

30

Ambiguity

• Mary kept the car in the garage.
–Mary retained the ownership of the car, which 

was in the garage
–Mary used the garage to store her car 

• Which car did Mary keep in the garage?

31

Universal grammar
• Many linguists believe that human brains are 

constrained to only use some logically possible 
grammars, and not others 
– That is, we might be able to imagine a language, but 

not all logically possible languages are possible human 
languages
• Possible human language: a language that a child could 

acquire as a first language 
• This allows children to learn languages quickly, 

and effortlessly, and with minimal input 
• The innate knowledge we have about language is 

often called “Universal Grammar” (UG) 
32
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What syntacticians study

• What is the content of UG?
• What characteristics are common to all 

human languages? 
–What characteristics are more robust/more 

vulnerable and why?
• Along which parameters can languages vary? 

33

What is a good theory of syntax?

• A good theory of syntax should:
– Generate all of the grammatical sentences of a 

language
– And none of the ungrammatical ones

• What is grammatical?

34

Syntax vs. semantics

• A sentence can be grammatical without 
being meaningful
‘Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe: 
All mimsy were the borogoves, 

And the mome raths outgrabe.

35

Syntax vs. semantics

• A sentence can be grammatical without being 
meaningful
‘Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe: 
All mimsy were the borogoves, 

And the mome raths outgrabe.

Глокая куздра штеко бодланула бокра и 
бокрячит бокренка

36
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Syntax vs. semantics

• A sentence can be grammatical without being 
meaningful

• Can a sentence be meaningful without being 
grammatical?

37

How do we turn words into sentences? 

• Hypothesis 1: A sentence is a collection of 
words
– The professor praised his clever students after the 

lecture
– #His clever students the professor praised after 

the lecture
– *After students the professor the clever his 

praised lecture 

38

How do we turn words into sentences? 

• Hypothesis 1: A sentence is a collection of 
words
– The professor praised his clever students after the 

lecture
– #His clever students the professor praised after 

the lecture
– *After students the professor the clever his 

praised lecture
Order seems to matter! 

39

How do we turn words into sentences? 

• Hypothesis 2: A sentence is an ordered collection 
of words 
– The professor praised his clever students after the 

lecture
– *After students the professor the clever his praised 

lecture
• Hypothesis 2 tells us that these sentences are 

different. . . 
– But it doesn’t tell us why one is good and one is bad 

or even which is good and which is bad 

40
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Beyond linear order

• What do we know about sentences besides 
the order of words? 

• Not all substrings are created equal

41

Beyond linear order
1.The professor praised his clever students after the lecture
2.The professor praised his clever students after the lecture
3. The professor praised his clever students after the lecture
4. The professor praised his clever students after the lecture

• Intuitively, as English-speakers we know that 
the underlined strings in 1, 2 form “units” in a 
way that those in 3, 4 do not 

• We call such units constituents

42

Formalizing intuitions about units

• Can we provide empirical evidence for the 
intuitions we have that some words in a 
sentence “go together” more than others do?

• Yes, by using 
– Substitution 
– Coordination
– Displacement
– Fragment answers

43

Substitution

• Some constituents can be replaced by other 
words without radically changing the 
meaning: 
– The professor praised them after the lecture

• Non-constituents cannot:
– *The he praised his clever students after the 

lecture

44
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Coordination

• Constituents can be coordinated with like 
constituents 
– The professor praised his clever students after the lecture 

and at lunch
– The professor praised his clever students and his brilliant 

TAs after the lecture
– The professor praised his clever students after the lecture 

and went home
– *The professor praised his clever students and after the 

lecture

45

Displacement (aka movement)

• Some constituents can move as a unit
The professor praised his clever students after the lecture
After the lecture, the professor praised his clever students 

• Non-constituents cannot move as a unit
*The lecture, the professor praised his clever students after

• What is going on here?
– #His clever students, the professor praised after the 

lecture

46

Fragment answers

• Some constituents can be the answer to a 
question:
– Q: Who did the professor praise?
– A: His clever students

• Non-constituents cannot:
– Q: Who did the professor praise?
– A: Students after the

47

Proceed with caution

• Be careful! Not all constituents will pass all of 
these tests, and not all non-constituents will 
fail them! 

• That’s why we usually apply more than one 
test at a time

48
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How do we turn words into sentences? 

• Hypothesis 3: Words are organized into 
hierarchical units

• Using constituency tests, we find that 
sentences have patterns like this: 

49

Constituency

Constituents are always nested 
We don’t find anything like this: 

50

Representing constituents using trees

• Every node has exactly two daughters (your 
textbook simplifies facts a bit)

• Tree-building requires only one operation: 
Merge
– Take two elements, A and B
– Put them together to form C
– Repeat with the next two elements

51

Constraining Merge

52
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Syntactic categories

53

Syntactic categories

• Criteria:
– Distribution
–Morphological realization: inflection and 

derivation
• Criteria for establishing categories are 

language-specific!

54

Nouns vs verbs

• Languages in which the N-V distinction has 
been disputed
– Salish (Jelinek & Demers 1994; Beck 2014)
– NW Caucasian (Colarusso 1989)
– Austronesian (Hengeveld 1992; Broschart 1997, 

2001)

55

N-V distinction is harder to see, 
but it is still there

Recurrent generalizations for these languages: 
(1) Lexical nouns can appear bare in argument 
positions, but derived nominals must be overtly 
marked
(2) Only lexical nouns can combine with 
person/number possessive prefixes (in a subset 
of these lgs)

56
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Circassian: Evidence for (2)
Only nouns can combine with 
person/number possessive prefixes

57

N-V distinction is harder to see, 
but it is still there

Recurrent generalizations for languages with a weak N-
V distinction: 
(1) Only true nouns can appear bare in argument 
positions
(2) Only true nouns can combine with person/number 
possessive prefixes

58

Syntactic categories

• Lexical vs functional categories 
~ open vs closed class
~ content vs grammatical meanings

59

Lexical categories

• Based on Chomsky’s Remarks on 
nominalizations (1970)

• Defining features: [N] and [V], not fleshed out 
very well
– Noun: [+N, -V]
– Verb: [-N, + V]
– Adj: [+ N, + V]
– P: [-N, - V]

60
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Lexical categories

• Baker’s proposal (Lexical categories: Nouns, 
verbs and adjectives, 2003)
– Replace binary features N and V with privative 

features
–Move P to functional categories

• Crucial features:
– Can an expression project a specifier?
– Can an expression bear a referential index?

61

Functional categories

• Elements that provide grammatical 
information and are needed for structure-
building and well-formedness

62

Functional categories
• Determiners (D)
• Adpositions (P)
• Complementizers (C) 
• Negation (Neg)
• Auxiliaries (Aux) 
• Modals (Mod)
• Tense (T)
• Verbalizers (v)
• Voice (Voice)

63

X-bar schema: Uniform basic 
architecture

The head is the obligatory 
nucleus of the phrase 
The head may select a 
complement to merge 
with 
The category of the head 
is “projected” to the node 
created by the merge 
A specifier may merge; 
the category of the head 
continues to be projected 

64
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Heads

• A phrase can consist of just the head, or the 
head plus additional material 

• The head determines the category of the 
entire phrase 

• The head is always unique
• The head does not have to contribute a great 

deal of meaning!

65

Selection
• The head also determines what kind of phrase it merges with 
• The phrase that the head merges with is called the 

complement 
• Selection: the head selects its complement 

66

Complements in detail

67

Complements in detail

68
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Picky heads

• Some heads are very picky. For instance, the 
adjective fond can’t combine with any PP; it 
can only combine with PPs which have of as 
their heads: 
– Kim is fond of syntax
– *Kim is fond about syntax
– *Kim is fond to syntax

69

Labile heads

• Some heads can either take a complement or 
not, other heads require a complement: 

• Jeremy ate the ice-cream
• Jeremy ate
• Robbie devoured the ice-cream
• *Robbie devoured

70

To recapitulate

71

Specifiers

• Phrases consist of heads, complements, and 
specifiers

• Specifier: an elusive category… an abstraction over a 
set of positions

72
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Specifiers

73

X-bar schema: Uniform basic 
architecture

The head is the obligatory 
nucleus of the phrase 
The head may select a 
complement to merge 
with 
The category of the head 
is “projected” to the node 
created by the merge 
A specifier may merge; 
the category of the head 
continues to be projected 

74

X-bar schema: Uniform basic 
architecture

The head is the obligatory 
nucleus of the phrase 
The head may select a 
complement to merge 
with 
The category of the head 
is “projected” to the node 
created by the merge 
A specifier may merge; 
the category of the head 
continues to be projected 

Head: obligatory nucleus around which 
phrase is built 
Complement: sister to the head
Specifier: sister of the intermediate 
projection 

75

One more category needed

• Recall our picky heads such as fond…--those 
need to be added to the lexical entries 
(“memorized”)

• Some elements seem to combine very freely

76
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One more category needed
• Recall our picky heads such as fond…--those need 

to be added to the lexical entries (“memorized”)
• Some elements seem to combine very freely

Pat slept (yesterday) (through the lecture)
Pat slept (through the lecture) (yesterday) 

• Adding this information to lexical entries is 
redundant

• Adjuncts: Phrases that are not selected by any 
particular head

77

Complements vs. adjunctsComplements vs. adjuncts

Ok. . . so what?
There are syntactic differences between complements and adjuncts

(42) John put [the book] [on the shelf] [in Boylston] [on Friday] . . .
a. . . . and Mary did so too.
b. . . . and Mary did so too [on Tuesday].
c. . . . and Mary did so too [in Stata] [on Tuesday].
d. * . . . and Mary did so too [on the table].
e. * . . . and Mary did so too [the vase] [in Stata] [on Tuesday].

do so must replace at least the verb and all of its complements; adjuncts
cannot be included!

Jessica Coon Introduction to Syntax

78

Complements vs. adjuncts

• a student [of linguistics]
• a student [from Australia]

• *the box [of linguistics]
• the box [from Australia]
Adjunct:________________
Complement: ___________

79

Ordering

• Complements must be ordered before 
adjuncts

• Adjuncts can be ordered freely with respect to 
each other

80
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The structure of adjuncts

81

Ordering

• We correctly predict that an adjunct can 
precede its complement as long as it also 
precedes the head 

• the Australian student of linguistics (from 
Brisbane)

• *the student Australian of linguistics from 
Brisbane

82

• The category of this whole constituent is an 
NP—adjuncts don’t change the category of 
the XP which they merge to

• We can keep merging adjuncts without 
changing the category (student with red hair 
from Australia. . . ) 

83

• The category of this whole constituent is an NP—
adjuncts don’t change the category of the XP 
which they merge to

• We can keep merging adjuncts without changing 
the category (student with red hair from 
Australia. . . ) 

• This also captures the fact that adjuncts can be 
reordered (student from Australia with red 
hair)—their only requirement is that they attach 
to an XP  or to X’ (you will see both attachments 
in your readings)

84
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Back to do so

Adjuncts attach to VP/vP 85

Back to Merge

• We have heads, complements, specifiers, and 
adjuncts 

• We still have only a single operation: Merge 
– Take two elements, A and B 
– Put them together to form C 
– Repeat 

• But now our syntax is constrained by selection:
– A head (A) determines what it can merge with (B)
– The head also determines the category of the 

resulting node (C) 

86

The student quickly read the book 
about syntax. 

What about the subject the student? 
And what kind of phrase is a whole sentence? 

Here adjunct 
attaches to X’

87

• The head of a sentence is an abstract category: T 
(also “I”; in some textbooks, “S”)

• T carries the tense of a sentence 
• T can be realized as an auxiliary: is, was, will . . .
– Or if there is no auxiliary, the tense features are on 

the main verb: -ed. . . 
– In English, T can be “empty”—in some languages, 

there is always something in T 
• T takes the subject NP as its specifier and the VP 

as its complement 

88
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The student quickly read the book 
about syntax. 

89

Can we show that [sentence] is a 
constituent?

• Check our structures using the constituency 
tests we found above: 
– Dislocation
– Substitution
– Coordination
– Fragment answer

90

91

PARAMETRIZATION

92
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Beyond English

• So far we’ve only looked at English
• Is this basic “X-bar” architecture part of 

Universal Grammar ?

93

Japanese

94

Japanese

John-ga hon-o yon-da
John-SUBJ book-OBJ read-PAST

95

What about NPs and PPs?
Mary-ga kono Nihon-kara gakusei-o dakishime ta
M-SUBJ  that  Japan-from student-OBJ hug PAST

96
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Adjectives

97

Japanese vs English
• At first glance, Japanese looks very different from English
• But the same kinds of structures we drew for English can 

also be drawn for Japanese
– We still need heads, specifiers, and complements
– Verbs still take NPs as complements

• We did  find a difference in the order  of these elements:
• In Japanese, the complement is ordered before  the head
• This appears to be consistent within the language:

– Vs precede NP complements
– Ps precede NP complements
– Ns precede PP complements
– ….

98

Headedness

• Looking at languages around the world, we 
find that they almost always fall into one of 
two basic types:

HEAD-FINAL Non-HEAD-FINAL
Japanese English
Korean Irish and other Celtic lgs
Hindi Hawaiian and other Polynesian lgs
Basque Swahili and other Bantu lgs
Turkish

99

Headedness

• All languages make use of the same basic X-
bar template for constructing sentences

• We find variation in how the structure is 
linearized:

100
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Why headedness matters

• This is good for a child learning a language
• The child doesn’t have to learn:
– The verb comes before an object, a preposition 

comes before its complement, tense comes at the 
beginning, . . .

• Rather, a single parameter  setting controls all 
of these features

• Are there other parameters? …

101

QUESTION FORMATION AND 
MOVEMENT

102

Questions
• What did John devour in the library?
• The question word what seems to ask about something 

that is the object of devour
• The question word what  is first merged as the 

complement of devour

How does what get from where it starts to the beginning of the sentence?
103

Is Merge enough?

• We have only one operation in our syntax: 
Merge
– Take two elements, A and B
– Put them together to form C
– Repeat

• Do we need to add another operation?

104
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Is Merge enough?

• We have only one operation in our syntax: 
Merge
– Take two elements, A and B
– Put them together to form C
– Repeat

• Do we need to add another operation?
• Yes: Move (aka Internal Merge)

105

Where does what move?

• A new head: C
• In English questions, the T head moves to C
• The question word what merges as the 

specifier of the CP phrase

106

107

CP

• C = complementizer
– whether
– that
– If

• How are they different?

108
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CP

• C = complementizer
– whether
– that
– If

• Complementizers introduce complement 
clauses:
–Mary knows [CP that  John will be late. ]
–Mary wonders [CP whether/if  John will be late. ]

109

• Embedded clauses are CPs which are selected 
by certain verbs (know , wonder, believe, say   
. . . )

• C selects a TP (sentence) as its complement
• The type of C also tells us whether the clause 

is a statement (that) or a question (if , 
wonder)

110

Let’s build a big tree

• Mary knows that John devoured the pizza

111

Let’s build a big tree
• Mary knows that John devoured the pizza

112
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CP

• We know that C has something to do with 
whether the clause is a statement of a 
question (“illocutionary force ”)

• so it is natural to propose that this is the place 
that the question word moves to

• That is, C is not only in embedded clauses, but 
also in matrix clauses

113

Forming questions

• Mary [TP will  go for a run ].
• Will  [TP Mary __  go for a run ]?
• Who will  [TP __ __  go for a run]?
• To form a question:
– T moves to C
– the question word (if there is one) moves to the 

specifier of CP (remember that specifiers can stay 
unfilled)

114

Constraining movement

• Recall that Merge was constrained by X-bar 
schema

• Move is also constrained: we can’t always 
move what we want

• Islands: structures from which we cannot 
move elements outside

115

Syntactic islands

• Coordinate Structure Constraint
–What did they eat __ and drink __?
– *What did they eat __ and drink beer?

• Complex NP constraint
–What did she believe [that Mary said __]?
*What did she believe [the rumor [that Mary said __ ]?

116
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Syntactic islands

• Islands are used as diagnostic of movement

117

Is Move parametrized?

• Do all languages move their elements the way 
English does?

• Japanese
Mary-ga kono gakusei-o dakishime ta.
M-SUBJ  that  student-OBJ hug PAST
‘Mary hugged that student.’
Mary-ga dare-o    dakishime ka?
M-SUBJ  who-OBJ hug Q

118


